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Hi all,

As you've probably noticed, I have been very hard to reach for a while now. I

haven't answered my messages or emails, haven't updated my content... Nothing.

I'll try to clear up some things as well as I can in this thread.

1/

No single thing has been the 'straw that broke the camel's back'. There have simply been too many obstacles, challenges

and shitty things happening for a longer time, on pretty much every dimension of my life.

At some point, things just fall apart.

2/

It's no secret that I struggle with my mental health, and have done so for years. What's new is the fact that I'm probably

neurodivergent and on the autism spectrum. This would explain many a thing, but can only be further investigated once my

OCD chills the fuck out.

3/

Anyhow, got a little sidetracked here...

What I'm saying is, I have so much shit going on in my life, so much uncertainty, that pretty much all of my energy and

resources go in to just taking care of my own basic needs.

Eating, sleeping, personal hygiene...

4/

Right now I'm at a place mentally, where just getting out of bed, eating something and changing out of my pyjamas takes the

majority of my energy.

I'm so ridiculously low on spoons. Way lower on them than I thought. And still I have to keep spending them on my own

expense.

5/

I want to and will continue doing sex work, but I am going to have to limit my interactions and be very mindful of how I spend 

my time and resources.
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Right now, I have to focus on keeping my shit together and try to figure out this obstacle course that is called "capitalism". 

6/

I'm not going to get too into politics on this account (I do that on my "civilian" account, @numskis), but you should all also

know that I've been targeted by the neo-nazi scumbags here in Finland - both for being openly antifascist and a sex worker.

7/

All in all, I want you to know that I am not deliberately ignoring my messages or neglecting updating my content.

I am honestly just trying to fucking get through the days right now.

Please have patience with me. I appreciate you and value your support more than you know ■

8/

If you're wondering if there's anything you can do to help: buy my content, tip me, or send me a DM or text to figure

something else out.

Other than that, just please don't give up on me. I'm going to bounce back, but right now I'm stuck in a real shitty place.

Kisses ■
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